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- and CaMKII: Inverse Regulation by Neuronal
Activity and Opposing Effects on Synaptic Strength
to the catalytic sites in the basal state. The binding of
Ca2/calmodulin releases this autoinhibition, allowing
phosphorylation to take place at a critical threonine resi-
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duration of the Ca2 transient itself (Lai et al., 1986; MillerLoyola University Chicago
and Kennedy, 1986; Schworer et al., 1986). Moreover,Stritch School of Medicine
the unique holoenzyme configuration allows for inter-Maywood, Illinois 60153
subunit phosphorylation (Kuret and Schulman, 1985;
Mukherji and Soderling, 1994; Rich and Schulman,
1998), a property that endows CaMKII with the abilitySummary
to decode Ca2 signals in a frequency-dependent man-
ner (De Koninck and Schulman, 1998; Meyer et al., 1992;We show that  and CaMKII are inversely regulated
Schulman et al., 1992; see also Eshete and Fields, 2001).by activity in hippocampal neurons in culture: the /
Immunoprecipitation with subunit-specific antibodiesratio shifts toward  during increased activity and 
indicates that the majority of the CaMKII holoenzymesduring decreased activity. The swing in ratio is5-fold
are/heteromers with variable subunit ratios, althoughand may help tune the CaMKII holoenzyme to chang-
some  homomers can also be found (Bennett et al.,ing intensities of Ca2 signaling. The regulation of
1983; Brocke et al., 1999; Kanaseki et al., 1991). WhyCaMKII levels uses distinguishable pathways, one re-
have two isoforms? One significant distinction betweensponsive to NMDA receptor blockade that controls
the  and  isoforms lies in their sharply different affinityCaMKII alone, the other responsive to AMPA recep-
for calmodulin. Half-maximal autophosphorylation istor blockade and involving CaMKII and possibly fur-
achieved at 130 nM calmodulin for CaMKII and at 15ther downstream effects of CaMKII on CaMKII.
nM calmodulin for CaMKII (Brocke et al., 1999). DueOverexpression of CaMKII or CaMKII resulted in
to this difference, the two isoforms have different sensi-opposing effects on unitary synaptic strength as
tivities to Ca2 signals under nonsaturating levels ofwell as mEPSC frequency that could account in part
calmodulin.CaMKII is selective for higher levels of Ca2for activity-dependent effects observed with chronic
signals, while CaMKII has better sensitivity to lowerblockade of AMPA receptors. Regulation of CaMKII
levels of signal. When the two isoforms are combinedsubunit composition may be important for both activ-
in a heteromer, the response to Ca2 signals has beenity-dependent synaptic homeostasis and plasticity.
found to depend on the ratio of  to  subunits (Brocke
et al., 1999; De Koninck and Schulman, 1998). Conse-Introduction
quently, activity-dependent regulation of - and CaM-
KII expression could provide a mechanism of tuningCalcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaM-
neuronal responses to different levels of activity. This isKII) is expressed at high levels in the central nervous
an intriguing possibility that raises several fundamental
system (Bennett et al., 1983), particularly in the hippo-
questions. Does the cell regulate the ratio of  to  in an
campus, where it constitutes 2% of total protein
activity-dependent manner? And if so, what pathways of
(Erondu and Kennedy, 1985). Highly enriched in the synaptic activity might control the regulation of - and
postsynaptic densities of excitatory synapses, CaMKII
CaMKII? Could their regulation be coupled? What
has been implicated in many aspects of neural function, would be the consequence of such a regulation for syn-
including synaptic plasticity (Bear and Malenka, 1994; aptic transmission? Here we have used a combination
Malinow et al., 1989; Mayford et al., 1995; Silva et al., of immunotechniques and electrophysiology to address
1992a, 1992b), the maintenance of dendritic architecture these issues. Our data show that - and CaMKII are
(Wu and Cline, 1998; Zou and Cline, 1999), and the den- inversely regulated by activity in a manner that may help
sity of glutamatergic synapses (Rongo and Kaplan, tune CaMKII to changing levels of Ca2 signal. Further-
1999). more, we show that tilting the ratio toward  or  results
As a holoenzyme, neuronal CaMKII is made up of 6–12 in opposing effects on unitary synaptic strength and
subunits, primarily the 52 kDa  isoform and the 60 mEPSC frequency and has functional significance for
kDa  isoform (Bennett et al., 1983; Miller and Kennedy, both activity-dependent plasticity and homeostasis.
1985). The subunits of the holoenzyme are held together
by association domains in their C-terminals, which form Results
a central globular structure from which the N-terminals
extend radially (Kanaseki et al., 1991; Kolodziej et al., Opposite Regulation of - and CaMKII
2000). The N-terminal contains the catalytic sites of the in Response to Changes in Activity
kinase as well as the autoinhibitory domains that bind of Hippocampal Neurons
The biochemical properties of CaMKII raised the possi-
bility that the dynamic regulation of the  and  isoforms3 Correspondence: rwtsien@stanford.edu
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cultures treated with BIC to prevent inhibitory neuro-
transmission, CaMKII-IR was 23.6%  11.0% higher
than control (p  0.05). In these same cultures, inverse
changes were found inCaMKII. In this case, immunore-
activity after TTX treatment was 56.8%  11.4% above
control (p  0.02); after BIC treatment, CaMKII was
31.3%  8.9% lower than control (p  0.02).
Because of the reciprocal nature of this regulation,
moderate changes in protein levels translated into large
changes in the relative proportions of  and  isoforms.
Figure 1C shows calculated changes in ratio relative to
control after treatment with TTX and BIC. When the
/ ratio is simply referenced to its control value (left
ordinate), the ratio increases 1.82-fold with enhanced
neuronal activity (BIC) and decreases 2.70-fold with de-
creased activity (TTX). To put the relative changes in
more concrete terms, it is useful to note that using bio-
chemical methods rather than immunoreactivity, Ben-
nett et al. (1983) have found that the mean / ratio in
the hippocampus is 3:1. Assuming this to apply to the
neurons under control conditions in our hippocampal
cultures, we scaled all of the / ratios (right hand ordi-
nate). Accordingly, the / ratio rises to 5.45 under con-
ditions of increased activity and falls to 1.12 with de-
creased activity. However it is expressed, the / ratio
varies approximately 5-fold under the range of condi-
tions. We take this as support for the hypothesis that the
relative proportions of  to  are under strong regulatory
control, perhaps to maintain dynamic sensitivity to
changes in the levels of Ca2 signals.
Reciprocal Regulation of - and CaMKII in BothFigure 1. The  and  Isoforms of CaMKII Are Inversely Regulated
by Changes in Neural Activity Cell Bodies and Synapses of Excitatory Neurons
In order to determine the specific localization of the(A) Western blots showing changes in - and CaMKII levels in 17-
day-old CA3-CA1 cultures after incubation for 24 hr in 1 M TTX, activity-dependent changes in  and CaMKII, we used
control growth media (Ctrl), or 10 M bicucculine (BIC). immunocytochemistry to look separately at excitatory
(B) Quantitative analysis of signal intensities in Western blots (N  and inhibitory neurons and at cell bodies and synapses
5 or 7), showing that CaMKII levels (left) were decreased relative
(Figure 2A). Cultures treated with TTX, BIC, or untreatedto control after incubation in TTX and increased after incubation in
growth media as controls were fixed and stained forBIC; conversely, CaMKII levels (right) were increased after incuba-
either CaMKII or CaMKII with the same subunit-spe-tion in TTX and decreased after incubation in BIC.
(C) Change in / ratio when referenced to a control / ratio of cific antibodies used for immunoblots. These cultures
1:1 (left ordinate) or 3:1 (right ordinate and bar labels, based on were further coimmunostained with either inhibitory
Bennett et al. [1983]). Data shows 5-fold change between condi- neuron marker anti-GAD65 or synaptic marker anti-
tions of decreased activity (TTX treated) and increased activity (BIC
synapsin1. Neurons from each condition were imagedtreated).
through a z stack by laser-scanning confocal mi-
croscopy.
Our data confirms previous reports (Sik et al., 1998)of the enzyme might alter neuronal tuning to different
patterns of activity. To test this, we first examined the that inhibitory neurons, shown by positive staining for
GAD-65, are immunoreactive for CaMKII but lackregulation of - and CaMKII levels in response to
chronic changes in firing. Coverslips of hippocampal CaMKII (Figure 2A, CaMKII, top panels; CaMKII,
lower panels). Consequently, the regulation of CaMKIICA3-CA1 cultures (16 DIV) were incubated for 24 hr in
either 1M tetrodotoxin (TTX) to suppress spike activity, was analyzed separately in the cell bodies of both inhibi-
tory and excitatory neurons in order to make relevant10 M bicucculine (BIC) to increase activity through
block of inhibitory transmission, or in blocker-free comparisons to changes in CaMKII. Analysis of the
mean fluorescence intensity of the neuronal cell bodiesgrowth media as a control. Under each condition, total
protein was extracted, run out in equal amounts on a of GAD-65-negative excitatory neurons (nucleus ex-
cluded) showed that the regulation of - and CaMKIIgel, and probed in Western blots with antibodies specific
to CaMKII (N  5 TTX, 7 BIC) or CaMKII (N  5) (Fig- was consistent with that seen in Western blots for each
experimental condition (Figures 2B and 2C). CaMKII inure 1A).
Densitometric analysis of both  and CaMKII immu- the cell bodies was decreased following treatment with
TTX (46.5%  5.9%, p  0.005) and increased follow-noreactivity showed significant changes (Figure 1B). In
cultures treated with TTX to block firing, CaMKII-IR ing treatment with BIC (9.4%4.0%, p 0.05 by Kolmo-
gorov-Smirnov nonparametric test, although not bywas 42.5%  7.7% below control (p  0.005), but in
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Figure 3. The Inverse Regulation of - and CaMKII Levels Is Also
Observed at Synapses
(A) Enlarged view of representative images of synapses stained for
CaMKII (upper panels) or CaMKII (lower panels) after treatment
with 1 M TTX, control growth media, or 10 M BIC. Inset shows
coimmunostaining of CaMKII (Green) with synapsin 1 (Red), a marker
for identifying synaptic loci. (See the Supplemental Data online at
http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/36/6/1103/DC1 for color-
Figure 2. The Inverse Regulation of - and CaMKII Is Present in
matched images.)
the Cell Bodies of Excitatory Hippocampal Neurons
(B) Quantitative comparison of CaMKII immunoreactivity in syn-
(A) Representative images of CA3-CA1 cultures (17 DIV) stained for apses (N  3, n  560–600 synapses per condition). CaMKII de-
GAD-65 (red) and CaMKII (green, upper panels) or CaMKII (green, creased with TTX treatment and possibly increased with BIC (left);
lower panels), after incubation for 24 hr in 1 M TTX, untreated CaMKII levels increased with TTX and decreased with BIC (right).
growth media (Ctrl) or 10M BIC. Images show presence ofCaMKII
but not CaMKII in GAD-65-positive neurons. (See the Supplemental
Data online at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/36/6/1103/ Interestingly, we found that similar changes in CaM-
DC1 for color-matched images.) KII levels were visible in cell bodies after just 1 hr of
(B) Cumulative distribution of CaMKII immunofluorescence levels treatment with TTX (18.8%  5.2%, p  0.05) and BIC
in cell bodies (nucleus excluded) (N  3 cultures, n  90–160 cells
(24.4%  9.4%, p  0.05) (N  2, n  98–117 cells perper condition). CaMKII decreased relative to control after treatment
condition), while no changes were visible in the levelswith TTX and increased after treatment with BIC.
(C) Cumulative distribution of CaMKII immunofluorescence in cell ofCaMKII (TTX:3.3% 3.6% p	 0.4; BIC:10.4%
bodies of GAD-65-negative excitatory neurons. Increased levels 3.4%, p 	 0.1, N  2, n  94–102). However, we were
after treatment with TTX and decreased levels after treatment with able to detect a significant change in CaMKII after 3
BIC (N  3 cultures, n  158–170 cells per condition). hr of incubation in BIC (18.2%  4.7%, p  0.05)
(D) Similar comparison of CaMKII levels in GAD-65-positive inhibi-
and a qualitative though not significant increase aftertory neurons. No significant change after treatment with either TTX
incubation in TTX (11.2%  4.3%, p 	 0.1) (N  1, n or BIC (N  3, n  50–70 cells per condition).
44–51 cells per condition) in a mixed or undistinguished
population of excitatory and inhibitory neurons.
To assess whether the changes found in the cell bod-standard t test). Conversely, CaMKII was increased
following treatment with TTX (26.1%4.87%, p0.005) ies were also present at synapses, we used positive
staining for synapse-specific protein synapsin-1 to iden-and decreased following treatment with BIC (31.3%
4.25%, p  0.005) (N  3, n  158–170 per condition). tify and analyze synapses (Figure 3A, inset) (N  3, n 
560–600 synapses per condition). Both - and CaMKIIIn contrast to our findings in excitatory neurons, we
found that the regulation ofCaMKII was absent in GAD- were found to be highly concentrated at synapses
marked by synapsin-1 immunoreactivity. Analysis of65-positive inhibitory neurons (Figure 2D). The distribu-
tion of CaMKII levels in control cells was statistically synapses included both pre- and postsynaptic elements
due to the uncertainty of their orientation and the conse-indistinguishable from cells treated with TTX (5.3% 
8.0%) and BIC (10.8%  9.2%) (N  3, n  50–70 per quent difficulty of distinguishing subsynaptic regions of
size near the limit of optical resolution. Detailed analysiscondition, p 	 0.2).
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of - and CaMKII immunoreactivity at synapses
showed the same general pattern of changes observed
in neuronal somata (Figures 3A and 3B). CaMKII-IR
rose above control following 24 hr treatment with TTX
(32.4% 7.0%, p 0.005) and fell below control follow-
ing 24 hr treatment with BIC (20.8%  5.0%, p 
0.05). Conversely, CaMKII-IR at synapses was reduced
below control following treatment with TTX (26.9% 
9.1%, p0.005). However, treatment with BIC produced
only a marginal change in CaMKII-IR, if any (16.1% 
5.9%), not significantly greater than control (p 	 0.1).
Relative to cell bodies, a small effect at synapses would
be intrinsically harder to detect; apart from the small
size of synapses, any postsynaptic changes in CaMKII
would be difficult to separate completely from the contri-
bution of presynaptic , which may or may not be regu-
lated.
Preferential Response of CaMKII to NMDA
Receptor Activity and CaMKII
to AMPA Receptor Activity
To examine more critically the source of regulation of
- and CaMKII, we looked at how their levels were
changed in response to blocking the NMDA and AMPA
receptors. CA3-CA1 hippocampal cultures (16 DIV) were
incubated for 24 hr in either NMDA receptor antagonist
D-AP5 (100 M), the AMPA receptor antagonist NBQX
(5 M), or as a control, blocker-free growth media. Simi-
Figure 4. Preferential Response of CaMKII to NMDA Receptor Ac-lar to previous experiments, equal quantities of total
tivity and CaMKII to AMPA Receptor Activity
protein from each condition were run out on a gel and
(A) Western blots of - and CaMKII after 24 hr incubation in 50 M
probed with antibodies to  and CaMKII by Western AP-5, untreated growth media (Ctrl), or 10 M NBQX.
blot (N  3 cultures) (Figure 4A). Densitometric analysis (B) Quantitative analysis of band intensities (N  3). CaMKII levels
of the bands showed that in response to 24 hr incubation (left) decreased most strongly with AP-5 treatment and less so with
NBQX treatment, while CaMKII levels (right) were unchanged within D-AP5, CaMKII levels decreased substantially rela-
AP-5 treatment but significantly increased with NBQX.tive to control (73.6% 13.8%, p 0.02). In response
(C) Quantitative comparison of immunoreactivity for CaMKII (left)to treatment with NBQX, CaMKII was also decreased
and CaMKII (right), in cell bodies (nucleus excluded) and at syn-
significantly (27.5%  4.9%, p  0.05), although the apses. Data shows similar regulation as demonstrated by Western
effect was significantly smaller than that of D-AP5 (p  blot.
0.05). Surprisingly, CaMKII did not change in response
to treatment with D-AP5 (3.4%  13.8%, p 	 0.4)
(Figure 4B), in contrast to the clear effect on the  iso- tors, consistent with previously reported results (Ou-
yang et al., 1999). In contrast, regulation of CaMKII isform. However, in line with the effects of TTX presented
earlier, treatment with NBQX resulted in a significant insensitive to NMDAR activity, albeit strongly influenced
by opening of AMPA receptor channels.increase in CaMKII levels (49.0%  16.8%, p  0.05).
These results obtained with immunoblots were con-
firmed with immunocytochemistry in the cell bodies of Regulation of CaMKII by CaMKII
The preferential response of- andCaMKII to blockadeexcitatory (GAD-65 negative) neurons (N 3, n 60–98
cells per condition) and synapsin-1-positive synapses of NMDA and AMPA receptors respectively, and the
different time courses of response, suggest that the(N  2, n  230–300 synapses per condition) (Figure
4C). CaMKII-IR was reduced by AP-5 treatment in both two isoforms may be independently regulated. However,
because of the largely reciprocal nature of the changescell bodies (43.5%  4.5%, p  0.005) and synapses
(66.1 3.0%, p 0.005), and similarly, by NBQX treat- in - and CaMKII, we carried out further tests to deter-
mine whether their regulation is in some way coupled.ment in cell bodies (39.8%  3.8%, p  0.02) and at
synapses (32.0  8.3%, p  0.02). On the other hand, We overexpressed either- orCaMKII isoforms in CA3-
CA1 hippocampal neurons and analyzed their respectiveCaMKII-IR remained unchanged with AP-5 treatment
in GAD-65-negative cell bodies (6.8% 6.1%, p	 0.5) effects on the levels of the other isoform by immunocyto-
chemistry (Figure 5). The transfected neurons wereand synapses (10.0%  6.5%, p 	 0.2) but increased
significantly with NBQX treatment (71.0% 6.4% in cell readily identified because the exogenous kinase was
EGFP tagged. The transfections were performed onbodies and 77.3%  5.7% in synapses, p  0.005).
Both the immunoblots and the immunocytochemistry CA3-CA1 cultures at 10 DIV, a suitable stage when the
developmental switch in the regulation of the isoformsare suggestive of some dissociation between the regula-
tion of - and CaMKII. The regulation of CaMKII levels was complete (see Experimental Procedures), and when
the basal levels of  and  are likely to be similar (Rostaswas strongly influenced by the activity of NMDA recep-
Opposing Regulation and Effects of  and CaMKII
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Figure 5. CaMKII Regulates Expression of
CaMKII
(A) CA3-CA1 neurons transfected with EGFP-
CaMKII (left) and immunostained for endog-
enous CaMKII (Red) (right), 24 hr after trans-
fection. Arrow points to transfected neuron.
(B) Quantitative comparison of CaMKII im-
munostaining in CaMKII-transfected cells
relative to untransfected controls shows no
change (N  2, n  45 transfected, 106
control).
(C) CA3-CA1 neurons transfected with EGFP-
CaMKII (left) and immunostained for CaM-
KII (Red) (right).
(D) Quantitative comparison showing signifi-
cantly decreased CaMKII levels in CaMKII-
transfected cells relative to untransfected
controls (N  2, n  46 transfected, 97
control).
et al., 1988; Sugiura and Yamauchi, 1992). Twenty-four controls from the same dish (n  13) or EGFP-trans-
fected controls (n  6) (Figures 6 and 7).hours following transfection, the degree of overexpres-
mEPSC rates were dramatically and opposingly al-sion of - and CaMKII measured by immunostaining
tered under the influence of the- andCaMKII isoformsof total levels of the isoforms were very similar (3.2-fold
(Figures 6A and 6B). This data is presented in a cumula-for CaMKII, n  22, and 2.9-fold for CaMKII, n  24).
tive histogram of instantanous frequency (1/[intereventNeurons transfected with CaMKII showed no change
interval]) (Figure 6B). While control cells displayed ain the level of CaMKII in cells bodies relative to untrans-
mean instantaneous frequency of 0.72 0.28 Hz,CaM-fected neurons in the same culture (4.5% 4.8%, p	
KII-transfected cells displayed significantly lower values0.2, N  2 cultures, n  45 transfected and 106 control)
(0.29 0.11 Hz, p 0.05) and CaMKII-transfected cells(Figures 5A and 5B). In contrast, however, cells trans-
displayed significantly higher values (2.28  0.69 Hz,fected with CaMKII showed a striking decrease in
p  0.02).CaMKII in the cell bodies relative to untransfected con-
trols (44.3%  4.1%, p  0.002 N  2, n  46 trans-
fected, 97 control) (Figures 5C and 5D). This indicated
that CaMKII was able to regulate the level of CaMKII
but not vice versa.
Opposing Effects of - and CaMKII
on Synaptic Strength
The effects of CaMKII on synaptic strength have been
well studied in recent years. However, little is known
about the effects of CaMKII, either in homomers or
/ heteromers. The two isoforms have similar catalytic
domains, and no conclusive difference in substrate
specificity has been reported (Miller and Kennedy,
1985). However, differences in their cellular localization
and binding affinities may define their access to specific
substrates (Shen et al., 1998; Tao-Cheng et al., 2001;
Walikonis et al., 2001). Furthermore, the relative propor-
tions of  and  in heteromers would be expected to
determine how rapidly the holoenzyme translocates to
the synapse in response to activity (Shen and Meyer,
1999; see also Dosemeci et al., 2001), as well as its
sensitivity to calmodulin (Brocke et al., 1999). Figure 6. - and CaMKII Have Opposing Effects on mEPSC Fre-
Accordingly, we sought to determine whether the two quency
isoforms have similar or different effects on unitary syn- (A) Traces representative of mEPSC recordings from CaMKII- and
CaMKII-transfected cells and untransfected controls.aptic transmission. To do this we transfected 10-day-old
(B) Cumulative distribution of mEPSC frequency (shown as 1/[inter-CA3-CA1 cultures with either EGFP-CaMKII or EGFP-
event interval]) for cells transfected with CaMKII (n  17) andCaMKII and measured mEPSCs 20–30 hr later (n 
CaMKII (n  21) relative to control (n  13 untransfected, 6 EGFP
17–21 cells per condition for frequency; 13–15 for unitary transfected). CaMKII-transfected cells show a significant decrease
event analysis). mEPSCs in - and -transfected, EGFP- in mEPSC rates relative to control while CaMKII-transfected cells
show a strong increase.positive neurons were compared with untransfected
Neuron
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Despite the lack of effect ofCaMKII on amplitude, when
the differential effects of the isoforms on amplitude were
combined with their actions on decay time, significant
and opposing effects on synaptic charge emerged. As
measured by the mean area of the minis, the mean
synaptic charge from CaMKII-transfected cells
(188.1 41.9 pA·ms) was significantly larger than control
(95.9  18.0 pA·ms) (p  0.005). Conversely, the mean
synaptic charge in mEPSCs from CaMKII-transfected
cells (65.3  12.2 pA·ms) was significantly smaller than
control (p  0.005) (Figure 7D).
Taken together, these data indicate that- andCaM-
KII have distinct, opposing effects on both mEPSC fre-
quency and synaptic strength. While the CaMKII-trans-
fected cells showed a significant augmentation of the
synaptic charge carried by individual unitary synaptic
mEPSCs, the frequency of such events was significantly
decreased. Conversely, in CaMKII-transfected cells,
the average synaptic charge was significantly lowered,
while the frequency was increased. Thus, the changing
ratio of - and CaMKII can dramatically influence syn-
aptic transmission.
Effects of Activity-Dependent Regulation of -
and CaMKII on Synaptic Transmission
Having found that neuronal activity controls the / ra-
tio, and in turn, that the balance between  and 
strongly affects unitary synaptic properties, we asked
whether these events might contribute significantly toFigure 7. CaMKII and CaMKII Have Opposing Effects on Decay
activity-dependent synaptic homeostasis (Davis andTime and Synaptic Strength
Goodman, 1998; Murthy et al., 2001; Turrigiano et al.,(A) Averaged traces of mEPSCs from CaMKII- and CaMKII-trans-
fected cells compared to averaged trace of untransfected controls. 1998). Processes of this kind help keep overall neuronal
(B) Cumulative distributions of decay time (peak to 10%) in CaMKII- excitation within reasonable bounds in the face of syn-
and CaMKII-transfected cells (n 15 and 13, respectively) relative aptic plasticity at individual sites (Turrigiano, 1999). Al-
to controls (n  13). Significant slowing of decay in -transfected though the synaptic effects of introducing - or CaMKII
cells relative to control and significant speeding in cells transfected
are suggestive, their involvement is by no means a fore-with .
gone conclusion; one could readily imagine that the(C) Cumulative distribution of absolute mEPSC amplitudes in
CaMKII- and CaMKII-transfected cells relative to controls. Signifi- effects of the CaMKII isoforms might be swamped by
cant increase in CaMKII-transfected cells relative to controls but other activity-dependent changes.
no change in -transfected cells. To look for possible involvement of the CaMKII iso-
(D) Cumulative distributions of mEPSC area (unitary synaptic charge) forms in synaptic homeostasis, and synaptic regulation
in CaMKII- and CaMKII- transfected cells and untransfected con-
in general, we examined activity-dependent changes introls. Significantly larger areas (more charge) in -transfected cells
unitary synaptic properties, choosing conditions thatrelative to control and significantly smaller areas (less charge) in
-transfected cells. lined up as well as possible with those used to manipu-
late CaMKII. To this end, we measured mEPSCs in 16-
day-old CA3-CA1 cultures incubated for 20–30 hr in 10
M NBQX. This pharmacological treatment resulted inThe same group of experiments showed substantial
changes in the properties of unitary synaptic events a dramatic increase in  and a concomitant decrease
in  (Figure 4), thus matching up closely with the effectunder the influence of the CaMKII isoforms. andCaM-
KII produced clearly opposing changes in mini decay of introducing CaMKII by transfection (Figure 5). Ef-
fects on mEPSCs of chronic exposure to AMPAR block-kinetics, as measured by the time taken to decay from
the peak to 10% of peak. CaMKII-transfected cells ade in hippocampal cultures have not been presented,
although careful ultrastructural studies by Murthy et al.decayed more slowly (5.29  0.50 ms) than control
(4.25  0.41 ms) (p  0.05), while cells transfected with (2001) demonstrated an increase in the size of the syn-
apse and its docked vesicle pool following 48 hr treat-CaMKII displayed significantly faster decay kinetics
(3.31  0.25 ms) (p  0.02) (Figures 7A and 7B). In ment with NBQX or TTX, predicting an increase in mini
frequency as well as mini amplitude. In earlier studiesapparent contrast to the opposing effects on mEPSC
rates and decay kinetics, amplitudes from CaMKII- in cortical cultures, Turrigiano et al. (1998) had found
that incubation for 24 and 48 hr in CNQX or TTX causedtransfected cells (48.9  8.2 pA) were significantly in-
creased relative to untransfected controls from the same an increase in amplitude of mEPSCs but no change in
either mini frequency or time course.dish (26.4  3.8 pA) (p  0.005), while cells transfected
with CaMKII were not significantly different than their Our recordings showed that, consistent with the ef-
fects produced by CaMKII transfection, NBQX treat-controls (25.4  2.7 pA) (p 	 0.5) (Figures 7A and 7B).
Opposing Regulation and Effects of  and CaMKII
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Figure 8. NBQX Treatment Leads to Higher mEPSC Frequency and
Faster Decay Time
(A) Sample traces of mEPSCs from 17 DIV CA3-CA1 control cultures
(n  11) or cultures treated with 10 M NBQX for 20–30 hr (n  10).
(B) Cumulative distributions of mEPSC frequency (shown as 1/[inter-
event interval]) showing an increase in mEPSC rates in NBQX-
Figure 9. Changes in mEPSCs Induced by NBQX Treatment Aretreated cells relative to control.
Sensitive to KN-93 but Not KN-92(C) Cumulative distributions of decay time (peak to 10%) showing
(A) Two bars on left, mEPSC frequency in 17 DIV untreated CA3-a dramatic decrease or speeding in NBQX-treated cells relative to
CA1 control cells (open bar) (1.17 Hz, normalized to unity) or neuronscontrols. Inset, averaged traces, illustrating that NBQX caused faster
treated for 20–30 hr with NBQX (gray bar). Pairs of bars in middlemini decay and larger mini amplitude relative to control.
or right, similar comparison, but in the presence of 2 M KN-93(D) Cumulative distributions of absolute amplitude showing a small
during the treatment period (n  12 control, 12 NBQX) or 2 Mbut still significant increase in NBQX-treated cells relative to con-
KN-92 (right two bars, n  10 control, 9 NBQX). Increased mEPSCtrols.
frequency in NBQX-treated cells relative to control (based on same
data as Figure 8) was abolished, even reversed, in the presence ofment (n  10) also resulted in a dramatic increase in
KN-93, not so for KN-92.
mEPSC rates relative to controls (n  11) (Figures 8A (B) Mean decay time (peak to 10%) in Ctrl and NBQX-treated cells,
and 8B). When measured as the mean frequency of all in the absence of CaM kinase inhibitor (left), in cells cotreated with
KN-93 (middle) and with KN-92 (right). The speeding of decay in-the cells in each condition, mEPSC rates were 2.83 
duced by NBQX is abolished by the presence of KN-93 but not0.53 Hz for NBQX-treated cells and 1.17  0.20 Hz for
KN-92.controls (p  0.01). Interestingly, NBQX-treated cells
(C) Similar comparison of absolute mean amplitude shows an in-also displayed dramatically faster decay kinetics (4.03
crease in NBQX-treated cells relative to controls that is abolished
0.08 ms) relative to controls (4.94  0.11 ms, p  0.005) by KN-93 but not KN-92.
(Figure 8C). The speeding of decay represents a new
aspect of activity-dependent regulation that could not
As a further check to assess which of these effectshave been predicted from ultrastructural work alone.
were dependent on CaM kinase activity, we measuredOnce again, the activity-dependent effect was in good
mEPSCs in NBQX-treated and control CA3-CA1 culturesagreement with that expected from demonstrated ef-
that had been concomitantly treated with CaM kinasefects of the CaMKII isoforms. However, cells treated
inhibitor KN-93 (n 12 control, 12 NBQX) or, as a nega-with NBQX displayed a small but significant increase in
tive control, its inactive analog KN-92 (n  10 control,amplitude (30.52 0.77 pA) relative to controls (25.00
9 NBQX). As expected, the positive change in frequency0.53 pA) (p  0.05) (Figure 8D), contrary to the lack of
produced by NBQX treatment (142%  45%) waseffect on amplitude expected for increased CaMKII
abolished, indeed reversed relative to controls, in the(Figure 7C). This suggests that there is likely to be at
presence of KN-93 (71%  5%, p  0.02) (Figure 9A).least one other AMPAR-dependent pathway mediating
In contrast, in the presence of KN-92, treatment witheffects on synaptic strength that does not involve -
and CaMKII. NBQX significantly augmented frequency (65%  12%,
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p  0.02). However, the effect of NBQX on frequency Activity Regulates the Ratio of :CaMKII
was less pronounced in the presence of KN-92 than in by Inverse Regulation of the Isoforms
its absence (p  0.05). We have no explanation for the In excitatory neurons, treatment with TTX to block action
influence of KN-92, but if the same held true for KN-93, potentials decreased the levels of CaMKII and raised
it could help account for the finding that in the presence CaMKII, both in cell bodies and at synapses. Con-
of KN-93, NBQX treatment reduced mini frequency be- versely, exposure to bicucculine to prevent inhibitory
low control levels. transmission and increase firing increased CaMKII and
In a similar comparison, decay kinetics in cells con- decreased CaMKII. Thus, the changes in CaMKII cor-
comitantly treated with both NBQX and KN-93 (5.06  related positively with changes in electrical activity,
0.17 ms) were no different from controls treated with while changes in CaMKII correlated negatively. This
KN-93 (4.91  0.30 ms, p 	 0.2) (Figure 9B). In contrast, inverse regulation gave rise to 5-fold changes in the
decay kinetics in cells treated concomitantly with NBQX : ratio between the extremes of TTX or BIC treatment,
and KN-92 (3.91 0.17 ms) were still significantly faster while the sum total of these isoforms remained relatively
than KN-92-treated controls (4.92 0.23 ms, p 0.005). unchanged, varying only 1.0- to 1.3-fold (for assumed
Thus, the effects of NBQX were abolished by concomi- values of the basal / ratio ranging between 1:1 and
tant treatment with KN-93 but not by KN-92, consistent 3:1). One may speculate that the inverse changes in
with involvement of CaMKII isoforms. Surprisingly how- isoform levels support the widest variation in isoform
ever, the effects of increased amplitude induced by ratio consistent with holding fixed the total amount of
NBQX were also abolished by KN-93 but not by KN-92 enzyme (possibly important for structural reasons). That
(Figure 9C). Mean amplitude in cells treated with inhibitory neurons, which lacked immunoreactivity for
NBQXKN-93 was 22.97  0.69 pA, which was not sig- CaMKII, failed to show regulation of  with altered
nificantly different from mean amplitude in controls activity also fits with a pattern in which the overall level
treated with KN-93, 24.33  1.41 pA (p 	 0.2). On the of CaMKII is tightly regulated.
other hand, mean amplitude in cells treated with Changes in the balance between  and  isoforms
NBQXKN-92 was 27.58 1.16 pA (n 12), still signifi- predicts interesting functional consequences. CaMKII
cantly higher than controls treated with KN-92 alone has been shown to exhibit a much higher affinity than
(22.31  1.02 pA, n  11, p  0.05). Since this effect CaMKII for Ca2/CaM (Brocke et al., 1999; De Koninck
on amplitude runs counter to those predicted by the and Schulman, 1998; Miller and Kennedy, 1985). If the
CaMKII-transfected condition, it raises the possibility changes in the overall : ratio between the opposite
that this effect is mediated by a different CaM kinase conditions of TTX and BIC are indicative of the subunit
(I or IV). composition of the CaMKII holoenzyme, this would re-
sult in a much higher affinity of the holoenzyme for Ca2/
Discussion CaM. Assuming a 9-fold difference in CaM affinity of
CaMKII relative to CaMKII (Brocke et al., 1999; De
This study led to several unexpected findings, comple- Koninck and Schulman, 1998), a rough calculation pre-
menting and extending previous work on the CaMKII dicts a 2-fold variation in the holoenzyme affinity for
isoforms (Miller and Kennedy, 1985), their localization Ca2/CaM. The increased sensitivity of the holoenzyme
(Shen and Meyer, 1999; Shen et al., 1998), and differen- to CaM with decreased activity would serve as a homeo-
tial CaM sensitivity (Brocke et al., 1999; De Koninck static mechanism to confer responsiveness to weaker
and Schulman, 1998). First, we determined that - and Ca2 signals.
CaMKII levels were inversely regulated in response to
activity, with an increase in  and a decrease in  during
Two Pathways of CaMKII Regulationincreased activity and the opposite in each during de-
It first came as a surprise that activity-dependentcreased activity, leading to a wide variation in the /
changes in  and  isoforms arose from largely distinctratio. Second, the activity-dependent alterations in -
pathways, involving different glutamate receptors: lev-and CaMKII were traced to significantly different path-
els of CaMKII (but not ) were strongly influenced byways, involving different glutamate receptors. Third, a
NMDAR activity; in contrast, CaMKII was strongly af-causal link was found between levels of  and , inas-
fected by AMPAR activity. These new findings makemuch as transfection of CaMKII produced a significant
sense if put in context of previous studies on neuronaldecrease in the level of the  isoform. Fourth, alterations
CaMKII. The strong reduction of CaMKII but sparingin - and CaMKII were found to have distinguishable
of  by blockade of NMDA receptors can be interpretedfunctional consequences on unitary synaptic transmis-
in light of several related observations. First, multimericsion: when introduced specifically by transfection, 
CaMKII takes the form of  homomers as well as /augmented quantal charge while  diminished it. In each
heteromultimers (Bennett et al., 1983; Brocke et al.,case, alterations in individual synaptic weights were off-
1999; Kanaseki et al., 1991). Second, NMDAR-depen-set by opposing effects on spontaneous mini frequency.
dent changes in the abundance of CaMKII can be de-Finally, blocking of AMPARs, which resulted in an in-
tected as soon as 5 min after stimulation in hippocampalcrease in  and decrease in , led to effects on synaptic
slices (Ouyang et al., 1999), consistent with a localizedtransmission that were similar to those induced by trans-
dendritic translation of CamKII mRNA. Third, CaMKIIfection of  and were prevented by the CaMK inhibitor
mRNA is absent in dendrites (Burgin et al., 1990), leavingKN-93. These findings demonstrate that activity-depen-
 homomers as the only enzyme species that could bedent regulation of the / ratio has important functional
formed there. Taken together with these observations,consequences, both for synaptic plasticity and homeo-
stasis. our findings are consistent with a simple model wherein
Opposing Regulation and Effects of  and CaMKII
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recordings which showed that overexpression of - orTable 1. CaMKII Regulation by Glutamate Receptor Activity
CaMKII gave rise to largely opposite effects on unitary
NMDAR CaMKII AMPAR CaMKII synaptic events. This was striking because - and
CaMKII are not known to have different specificities
BIC
for enzymatic substrates (Miller and Kennedy, 1985).
TTX For example, whereas CaMKII-transfected cells
showed an increase in mEPSC amplitude relative toAP-5
controls,-transfected neurons were no different. A new
NBQX finding was that overexpression of  and  altered the
kinetics of mEPSC decay, once again, in different ways.
While  resulted in a slowing of mEPSC decay,  led to
their speeding. These effects on mEPSC time course,Ca2 entry through NMDARs in the dendrites regulates
in combination with the changes in amplitude, gave riseCaMKII homomers locally, on a fast time scale, with
overall to opposing effects of  and on unitary synapticlittle or no control of .
strength (mEPSC charge).
The effect of the  isoform on mini size was consistent
with the previously described role of CaMKII in long-
term potentiation (Malinow et al., 1988; Mayford et al.,
1995; Silva et al., 1992a, 1992b), probably involving a
combination of AMPA receptor phosphorylation (Barria
This interpretation may also hold for other pharmacolog-
et al., 1997; Derkach et al., 1999) and increased AMPAR
ical treatments, where the pattern of changes in CaM-
delivery/retention at the membrane (Hayashi et al.,
KII are in good correlation with effects expected from 2000). The underlying basis of the contrasting effects
secondary changes in NMDAR activity (Table 1). of - and CaMKII on mEPSC decay is uncertain. We
The observation that levels of CaMKII strongly in- considered the possibility of a change in postsynaptic
creased in response to blockade of AMPA receptors, morphology, leading to improved kinetic resolution of
not NMDARs, suggested that regulation of  may be an intrinsically rapid synaptic current (Spruston et al.,
quite different than proposed for  alone. Under various 1993), but found no significant alterations in cable prop-
pharmacological conditions, the pattern of changes ob- erties between - and -transfected neurons relative to
served in CaMKII was always consistent with an in- control with respect to input resistance, input capaci-
verse relationship with AMPAR activity (Table 1). Be- tance, or time constant of the capacitative charging tran-
cause  transcripts are restricted to the cell body, and sient. Thus, the changes in mini kinetics are likely to
changes in CaMKII occur only slowly (evident only on result from postsynaptic modifications.
time scales	1 hr), the regulation by AMPARs is likely to In addition to the effects on unitary synaptic weights,
occur at the level of nuclear transcription. Thus, AMPAR- the rate of spontaneous mEPSCs was strongly de-
mediated depolarization could work through recruit- creased by the CaMKII and increased by the CaMKII.
ment of voltage-gated Ca2 channels and regulation of The findings here with wild-type CaMKII differ from
nuclear transcription factors (West et al., 2001). Regula- effects of introducing a constitutively active form of
tion in or near the nucleus makes additional sense for CaMKII, which increases mini frequency, likely due to
the linkage between increased CaMKII and the down- the recruitment of dormant synapses (Liao et al., 2001;
regulation of  that we observed in transfection studies. Wyllie and Nicoll, 1994). This was not surprising because
All considerations seem consistent with the following the wild-type  isoform that we used, in contrast to
working hypothesis: CaMKII levels are regulated in the constitutively activated enzyme, would not be effective
cell body, downstream of AMPA receptor activity, lead- in the absence of robust Ca2 rises and would only be
ing to a reciprocal regulation of  and thus the formation operative at already strongly functional synapses. In the
of / heteromers of variable subunit ratio. present case, the changes in frequency may be ex-
plained by a change in the number of synaptic inputs
received by the cell, as CaMKII has been shown to be
important in curbing neurite outgrowth (Broughton et
al., 1996; Wu and Cline, 1998; Zou and Cline, 1999).
Alterations in the density of synapses per unit length of
dendrite are another possible mechanism (Rongo and
This scheme invokes the interrelationship between lev- Kaplan, 1999).
els of  and  that was directly observed in the transfec- If the contrasting functional effects of  and  cannot
tion experiments. Another possibility, not mutually ex- be attributed to differing enzymatic specificity (Miller
clusive, is that AMPAR block decreases postsynaptic and Kennedy, 1985), possible explanations that remain
depolarization and thereby reduces Ca2 entry through are differences in localization, regulation, or differential
NMDAR, leading to a fall in the  isoform. binding affinities for calmodulin and other substrates.
The effects of CaMKII transfection may dominantly re-
Contrasting Effects of CaMKII Isoforms on Strength flect the effects of increased  homomers while the
and Frequency of mEPSCs effects of CaMKII transfection may represent an in-
Interest in the inverse nature of changes in the CaMKII crease in the relative proportion of CaMKII in the actin-
isoforms and differences in their underlying mecha- bound heteromeric holoenzyme. The CaMKII homo-
mers would remain cytosolic and would uniquely bindnisms was further enhanced by our electrophysiological
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densin-180 (Shen et al., 1998; Tao-Cheng et al., 2001; erning synaptic plasticity (Abraham and Bear, 1996;
Bear, 1995; Deisseroth et al., 1995). However, increasingWalikonis et al., 2001), whereas CaMKII would bind
F-actin, thereby localizing the / heteromers to the the / ratio may also change the cellular localization
of CaMKII, promoting CaMKII expression at specificcytoskeleton (Shen et al., 1998; Tao-Cheng et al., 2001;
Walikonis et al., 2001). subsynaptic sites where it could contribute to LTP. Un-
derstanding the full implications for plasticity and meta-
plasticity will become easier once we know more aboutRole of CaMKII in Activity-Dependent Changes
how the subunit composition of CaMKII affects its cellu-in Synaptic Transmission
lar localization and degree of autophosphorylation andTreatment of hippocampal neurons with AMPAR blocker
how alterations in the / ratio and its downstreamNBQX resulted in an increase in the frequency of
effects unfold over time scales ranging from minutes tomEPSCs as well as a speeding of their decay. Because
days.the same intervention raised CaMKII and decreased
Altering the levels of  and  caused striking changesCaMKII, and because raising  and decreasing 
in both mini size and frequency. Once again, the overallthrough direct transfection replicated these effects of
change in synaptic function cannot be neatly pigeon-altered activity, we concluded that regulation of - and
holed into strict categories of “synaptic homeostasis”CaMKII played a significant role in the activity-depen-
or “synaptic plasticity” alone. Increases in the / ratiodent changes. Conclusions based on mimicking activity-
accentuated the contribution of individual synaptic eventsdependent changes by introduction of exogenous CaM-
(augmented mini area), while also tending to decreaseKII were buttressed by pharmacological experiments
the number of quanta received per unit time (loweredwhich showed that the alterations in mini frequency and
mini frequency), thus keeping the total synaptic drivetime course were prevented by the CaM kinase inhibitor
within reasonable bounds. Evidently, simple biochemi-KN-93, but not the inactive analog KN-92.
cal changes can induce a powerful combination of self-Some of the synaptic consequences of changes in
reinforcing local changes, but negative feedback regula-neuronal activity could not be accounted for by regula-
tion over the neuron as a whole.tion of - and CaMKII. NBQX treatment also resulted
in a small but significant increase in mEPSC amplitude,
Experimental Proceduresnot mimicked by transfection of CaMKII. In fact, the
effect is, if anything, opposite in sign to what one might
Cell Culture and Immunostainingexpect if changes in CaMKII isoforms were the only
Pyramidal CA3-CA1 hippocampal neurons were cultured as de-
mechanism controlling downstream effects on synaptic scribed previously (Deisseroth et al., 1996). Prior to immunostaining,
transmission. Nevertheless, the change in mini ampli- CA3-CA1 cell cultures were incubated for 1 or 24 hr in 1 M TTX,
10 M bicucculine (BIC), 50 M AP-5, or 10 M NBQX. Antibodiestude was also prevented by KN-93 but not KN-92. These
used for immunocytochemistry and Western blots were mousedata might be resolved if the activity-dependent effect
monoclonal anti-CaMKII  (CB2-) and anti-CaMKII  (CB1-) (Liferequired only basal levels of CaMKII, or if it involved
Technologies and/or Zymed), rabbit polyclonal anti-synapsin1, andanother CaM-dependent kinase other than CaMKII, for
rabbit polyclonal anti-GAD-65 (Calbiochem).
example CaMKI or CaMKIV. For Western blots, pharmacologically treated CA3-CA1 cultures
The increased amplitude and frequency resulting from were lysed in RIPA with protease inhibitor cocktail (Boehringer
Mannheim). Protein concentrations were measured for each sampletreatment with NBQX were in good agreement with pre-
using the BCA method. Equal quantities of protein were loaded anddictions of ultrastructural studies in 14- to 21-day-old
run on 10% Bis-Tris Gels (Invitrogen) and transferred to a PVDFhippocampal cultures similar to ours (Murthy et al.,
membrane (Millipore, Immobilon-P), immunoblotted, and visualized2001). There was some disparity with data from 8- to
with enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL, Amersham Corp). Images
9-day-old cortical neuronal cultures, in which treatment were scanned and analysis of bands was done using NIH Image
with CNQX increased mini amplitude but did not de- software.
For immunocytochemistry, pharmacologically treated or trans-tectably alter mini decay kinetics or frequency (Turrigi-
fected cultures were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Mi-ano et al., 1998), but this might be attributed to differ-
croscopy Sciences, Washington, PA) and permeabilized with 0.25%ences in brain region or age of culture.
Triton-X100. Blocking was done with 4% goat serum (Jackson Im-
munoResearch), and antibody incubations were done overnight at
Implications of Changes in CaMKII Isoforms 4
C. Secondary antibodies were Texas Red conjugated (Jackson
for Synaptic Plasticity and Homeostasis Immunoresearch) and/or Alexa 488 conjugated (Molecular Probes,
OR). The coverslips were mounted on glass slides using mountingConceptual distinctions have been drawn between
solution (Citifluor, Ted Pella, CA). Fluorescence images weresynaptic homeostasis, negative feedback regulation
scanned in 1 m sections through the z plane using a laser scanningthought of as neuron wide, and forms of synaptic plastic-
confocal microscope (MD12010, Molecular Dynamics) and fluores-
ity such as LTP, which can be self-reinforcing and syn- cence intensity analyzed through the z stack in selected regions.
apse specific. Both kinds of regulation may be strongly Multiple fields were imaged from each coverslip, and all cells imaged
impacted by inverse changes in the abundance of - were included in the analysis. One set of cell body experiments was
performed blind. Analysis was carried out by normalizing fluores-and CaMKII. For example, increased activity, and con-
cence intensities to controls, thus allowing for fairer comparisonsequent elevation of the / ratio would decrease the
across multiple experiments.Ca2/CaM sensitivity of CaMKII in a homeostatic man-
ner. This can be viewed as “input tuning,” wherein the
Transfectionsholoenzyme is adjusted appropriately to the ambient
All transfections were carried out on CA3-CA1 cultures at 10 DIV,
level of activity. The threshold for the induction of LTP, a time in development where workable transfection efficiency was
which already is high (Lisman and Zhabotinsky, 2001), easily achieved but - and CaMKII regulation was similar in direc-
tion to more mature stages of development. Cells younger than 9would be further raised, thereby changing the rules gov-
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days were found to have a reversed directionality of  and  regula- Received: April 11, 2002
Revised: October 3, 2002tion in response to changes in activity relative to older neurons (data
not shown).
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